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HOW CAN WF TEACH INTELLICENCF!

)1. tide conrurv; psychologists studying intelliger

nr,,o l-Upied With a single question: "Hoy can we measure inielligenct,'"

rerro.mlecr, this preoccupation turned out to be a grave mi,7take. There ire

seyerill reasons for this. First; the'r preoccupation with measuring

inrelligen-ce led thet to neglect the morn important question; Nhat i.

le liO4-ence?ut i f Intelligence tests did nor improve much over the course of

Yearsand the evidence suggests that they didn't (Sternberg; loS0)--0ne

can s-cargelv he surprised, Better tests of intelligence could only arise from

borrer ideas of what intelligence is; curiously enough; few psychologists

tiiii4;lit: better tests through better understanding. Rather; they sought better

through small refinements of existing technology; but this technology

11,YLE2, by th inadequacies of the meager theory underlying It (Sterniterg,

second, the preoccupation with testing was based upon certain

.,,,rtfhns; or 'ons-r one of which was seriously in error. This assumption

was -.11ar intelligence is; for the most part; a fixed and immutable

iratoristic of the individual. t\fter all; if intelligence is constantly

changing; or e\en potentially changeable; what good could the tests really be°

scores changing all over the place; the tests' usefulness as measures

that (7111 rank order individuals in a stable way over time would he seriously

hallenged:

Third. and most importantly for concerned educators, today's discussion,

th preoccupation with testing and the assumption that intelligence is a fixed

tir led to a negle t of what some might see as a rso :e important and

prOHimAiVe queSrion, "Can intelligence he trained, and if so, now?" `I



.ici 10J;,,:tH-; that this neglect was nrfortun'te; because invellignee n

:i The locus of this puper is the question cl "now?": , order

ali:,,s this qu2stion, consider first just what inLelligerce Ni;

ft wit probably eerie as no surprise to you tbat the;-e is no ununl

it ie.

pYchntogists as to the exact nature of intelligence; 7:110

lior-e will therefore necessarily be; in at least some degree:

Nevertheless, almost everything said here is accepted.

1 .ast is large part, by many specialists in the field; and especially those

-q)ecialists who have sot as their goal to train intelligence rather than

merelv to measure it (grown; 1983; DeBoro; 1983; Resnick; 1976; Detterman

atcrnberg, 198?):

The "componential." theory of intelligence; as presented in my researeJ;

seeks to understand intelligence in terms of the component processes that make

up intelligent performance (Sternberg; 1979): First; 1- shall briefly describe

thenrY, thEn review three programs that train aspects of Intelllgonee as

Plied by the theory; and tinally conclude with some general remarks and

suggestions on the adaptation if an intellectual or thinking skil's :raining

program.

Components of intelligence

The of intetIigenec as comprising; in pa:it; a set of processes;

a fundamental way from the sort of view that gave rise to Tfl tc sts.

the turn the century the traditional. or psychometric view was; and or

m, continues to that intelligence comprises one or more stable, fixed

in the bead (see e., ..-,attrell, 1971; Guilford, 1967; Vernon, 19711.

HiLiLies, called 'actors, were alleged to give rise to the individual



dlflorences we obsei:ve both in IQ test perforwance and In students'

periormance in school. The problem With this view Is that it does little to

suggei:t how intelligence can be modified. If intelligence is sonic fixed

nari,i entity, then indeed, what could we ever de tO change i t? Rut i

iutelligorce can he broken down into a set of underlying processes

strategies For combining these processes, then it is clear what we can do to

impr, intelligence: We can intervene at the level of the mental process

teach ion ividuals what processes to use When, how to use them-, and Low to

conine them Into workable strategies for task solution.

:That, exactly, are these processes? My research suggests they can bp

divided into three types (Sternberg, in press). The first type;

metacomoonents, are the higher-order or executive processes that one uses tr

plan what one is going to do, monitor what one is doing; and evaluate what one

done. Por example, deeiding upon e strategy for solving an arithmetic

problem, or deeiding upon how one is going to organize a term paper; would he

exampleS of Mi!tacomponnts at work. The second type of process is the

periormance component. Whereas metacomponents decide what to do; performance

,iomponents actuallY (Id it. So the actual steps one uses in; any; solving an

analOgN or an arithmetic prOblem, whether on an 10 test or in everyday life;

-,:onld be eaMPles of sets of performance components in action; The third type

01-6-c if-=; the knowledge-acquisition component. Processes of this kind are

learning new material, for example, in learning originally how to

analogy or a given type of arithmetic problem;

Al; of this mnv seem very abstract; so let's take a concrete example;

:ov; on 1:,aloy; An analogy provides a particularly apt example because

everyone who has ever. studied intelligence has found the ability to



ee and so .o analogies to he fundamental in latel 1 igent perform nee.

etdiug to the traditional; psychometric view, th ability to solve rin

lia'ogv would he attribute( to a static, underlying factor of

OhArle Spearman, a famous psychometrician around the turn OF the center'..

called this facter "g," or general intelligence. Some VearS later,

Thurstene, another psvchemetri::iau, called the factor 'reasoning- The

,,rohlem with such labels is that they tell us 1 ittle either about het:

analofes are solve ; or about how the ability to solve analous pro! -lems con

he ned

ln contrast; a processbased approach seeks to identify the MenLal

Pr .esses used to solve the analogy (or other problem). So consider the

proc.ssos one might use in solving on analogy; such as WASHINGTON is to ONE

as LINCOLN is to (a) FIVE; (h) FIFTEEN; (c) TWENTY; (d) FIFTY. First; ono

mist decide what processes to rise; a decision that is metacomponential in

nature. Next; one must decide how to sequence these processes ;o as to fnm

workal)le strategy for analogy solution, another metacomponentl,,1 cleci Oh.

le-1, one must use the performance components and strategy one ha, selected

actually to solve the problem. Tt appears; throv3h expenimen data we have

collected; that what people do is to (a) ENCODE as needed re.evant ::t, rib 'feu

he terns of the analogy; for example; that WASHTNGTOF was the first

President of the Onited States; that he was a Revolutionary War general , and

that ;s is the portrait that appears on a onedollar bill; Next; they TNFP

relation hetwen the first two terms of the analogy; perhaps in this case

that the basis of the analogy might be eitner WASHINGTON a:. :Irst

preSident he WASHINGTON as the portrait on the onedollar bill. Then; they

uh th-e. Rive I.;:erred in the tirsC part of the analogy 1.o the



sec,oid part of the .:)nalogv (that Is, frrit the WASHINGTON part to the LINCOLN

p.m-t.); perhaps recogn,iug that the topic Of the analogy is some .,-)reperty el

V.preidents. Next, people APPLY the rein ion tnev interred in the fir:u

part the rialogv, as nipped the second pat: of the analogy; fr.-m the

r lir, torn, so s to select the best alternative. In this case; ViVL l o the

.,:-o -re(i Hternarive, becaust., it enables one to car * -y through the relation of

tr.ii is en cnrreni:,., (that IS, IfNGOLN's portrait is on the ETU. dollar bill

W,Y.:WIINGTON's is on the ONE dollar bill). Finall .; individuals will

with *neir selected response alternative; Although this accoun: is n

imHifieation of the model of reasoning by analogy I lave proposed

it 1q77), it Will glAe you an idea of the kind of theorizing tlumt

nail a process-based account of intelligent performance.

`:ew; hoW can the metacomponents and performance components of

intelligthce he trained' llow can one make students into hurter problem

o,prs vhf Will be better at structuring and then solving problems thiin they

would be en thetr own? T con recommend to you three widely disseminated

pre,r iCh I thTnk bighly. Each program has fits unique set of

strength., an!, as would be true of any program; each has weaknesses.

Instrumental c.nriclraent

The fi-st traInEng program Reuven Feuerstein's (1980) "IustrnMental

Farichri.,n:" (IEl program; This program was originally proposed for use with

Hiildret showing retarded performance; but has since been recognized by

Fi!ierci-In and ethers to he valuable for children at all levels of the

intellect s,octrum. The program is based ullon Feuerstein's theory of



Ifl_ which emphasi;:es whit I reter to as metaoomponential anl

per rman cc ' poncnt ial t on(' t ing

reuerstein's program is Intended to improve cognitive funct,ormIg

r.olared to the input; elaboration, and output Of inlormation hy an t:i.

Fenersto:n has compiled a long list or cognitive deficits he believes is

plo:am can help to correct. This list includes, among other deficits:

Unplanned, impulsive, and unsystematiC exploratort:
behavior-hen presented with a number of cues to problem
solving that must be scanned, the individual's approach is
diSeirganiZed, Leaving the individual unable to select those
cues whose specific attributes make them relevant for a
proper solution to the problem at hand.

Lack of, or impaired, capacity for considering two sources
of information at once, rMected in dealing with data ia a
piecemeal fashidu rather than as a unit of org-i-ihi-ed

inadequacy_in experiencing the existence of an actual
prehleM and subsequently in defining it.

Lac o! spontaneous comparative behavior or limitation of
its appearance to a restricted field of needs.

6 I ek ol, or impaired, strategies for hypothesis testing.

Lack of orientation toward the need for logical evidence.

c Lack of or impaired, planning hchavior.

Toi5--lodi,_.,gr:Is'p of reality-T-Tne individual is unal:ia to

-relate diferentaspectsofhis or her experience to one
Feuerstein 5.eeks through hisTEprogrnm to correct

these deficits, and atthesame time; to increase the
student's intrinsic motivation an2 feelings of personal
competence and self-worth.

Vhat are sCirie of the main characteristics of the Fouerstein progrNm?

materials themselves are structured as a series of units; or instruments; each

which emphasizes a particular cognitive function and its relationship to

ioti cognftive deficiencies. FeuerF.tein defines an instrument as something

wltirh sohething else is effected; hen_e; performance on the



materials Is soon means to an end, rather than as an end in itsclf.

Fmphasis in aaalv:Iing IF perfOrmance is on processes rather than products:

student's error:: are viewed as a means of providing insights into how the

student solves problems. Instrumental Enrichment does not attempt to teach

either specific items of Infomation or formal, operational; abstract thinking

by raisins of a well defined; structured knowledge base. To the contrary, it is

as content -tree as possible.

The IF program consists Of 11 different types of exercises, which are

repeated hi cycles throughout the progrm. Listed here Is only a sample

the kinds ol materials in the program, in order to convey a sense of the topes

activities in which students commonly engage (Feuerstein, 1980):

0 Orientation OfdetS-7Thestudent is presented with an
amorldinus two-dimensional array of dots. The student's tail:
IS tO identify and outline, within this array of dots, a set
of_geometric_figures,_suchas squares, triangles, diamonds,
and stars. For example, the_student might see at the left a
pieture_of a square and a triangle, with the triangle
situated to the bottom right of the square. The student
would have to use the dots to draw a square with a triangle
below and to the right of the square.

rompariSonS--In one form of comparison exercise; the student
is shown a picture at the left; say; two small apples that
have not internal shading or coloriu6. The student is ni.:-kr

shown two pictures at the right; In one picture; the
student might see a single apple, larger than the ones at
the left, and fully shaded inside; Tn the other picture;
the student might see three apples rotated to an upside-down
position that are also larger in size than the two apples at
the left; The student's task is to indicate; in each
picture, which of the attributes of directio number;
color; form; and size differ between the picture at the left
and each of the pictures at the right;

Categorization--Tn one categorization task; the student is
shown pictures of common objects; and is asked to name each
one; After the student has done so; he or she is asked to
list those names of objects that fit into each of a set of
categories; such as means of transportation, clothing; and
footwear; objects that give light; tools; and furniture.





(1

Temporal relations - -Fn one problem of this type; the student
is cunt- ited with pairs of temporal durations; such as "one
year" id "eleven months;" or "a quarter of a year" and
".`our months." The student is asked to indicate wnether the
first duration is greater than; equal to; or less than the
second duration.

l:umerical progressions--In one kind of numerical progression
problem; the student is given the first number in a sequence
and a rule by which the sequence can be continued; for
example; +3; -1; The student then has to generate the
continuation of the sequence.

Tnscructions--These tasks require a student to understand
and follow instructions; For example; the student might be
told that he or she should do the following: "On a line
draw a triangle; two squares and a circle; not according to
size order: The squares are to he equal in size; the
triangle is to be larger than the square and smaller than
the circle; and the largest figure is to be on the left
side:"

Representational stencil design--In these tasks; the student
must construct mentally; not through motor manipulation; a
design that is identical to that in a colored standard;
Colored stencils; some of which are solid and some of which
are patterned; are printed on a poster; and the student
re-creates the given design by referring to the standard
stencils that must be used and by specifying the order in
which they must be mentally superimposed on each other;

Transitive relations -In this task; the student must
recognize relations between nonadjacent items in an under-
lying mental array. For example; the student might be told
that "Adam Iikes math more than history; and history less
than geography. Is it possible to know which Adam likes
more; math or geography?

'.'hat are the strengths and weaknesses of Feuerstein's IF program?

nsider some Of each

nn the positive side, the IE program (a) can he used for
-children in a wide age range (from the upper grades of
elementary school to early high school) and for children of
wide range of ability levels (from the retarded to the above
average) and socioeconomic groups; (b) is well liked by
(hildren and appears to_be effective in raising their
intrinsic motivation and self-esteem, (c) -is well packaged
and readily obtainable, and (d) appears_ effective in raising
children';; score:-; on ability tests. Indeed,_most of_the
training exercises contain items similar or identical to



those found on intelligence_ and multiple aptitude tests, so
that it should not be totally surprising that intensive
practice and training on such items should raise these test
scores.

o On the more negative side: (a) the program requires
extensive teacher training, which must he administered by a
designated training authority For the_duration of the
program; (h) the isolation of the_problems from any working
knowledge or discipline base (such_as social studies or
reading, for example) raises questions regarding the transfer-
ability of the skills to- academic and real -world intellectual
tasks, especially over the long term, and (c) despite
Feuerstein's aversion to_IQ tests, the program seems to
train primarily those abilities_that IQ tests tap, rather
than a broader spectrum of abilities one might consider that
goes beyond intelligence as the tests test it:

To sum up, then, Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment program is an

atrractive package in many respects, although with some limitations with

regard to breadth Of Skills trained and potential power for generalization;

,:evertheless, t is among the best of the available programs that emphasize

thinking skill training. Probably, it has been the most widely used and

tield-tested program, both in this country and abroad. As a result, it can be

reHOMMended ler use both for members of the majority culture and for members

cat other cultures and subcultures as well.

P 9 9

Matthew Lfpman's "Philosophy for Children" program is about as different

from Reuven Fetterstein's Instrumental Enrichment program as another program

could be (Lipman; Sharp; & Oscayan); Yet; it seeks to foster man., of the same

intellectual skills; albeit in a very different manner.

Philosophy for Children consists of a series of texts in which fictional

children spend a considerable portion of their time thinking about thinking;

And about: ways in which better thinking can be distinguished from poorer

9



thinking: The keys to learning presented in the program are identiiica;ion

and simulation: Through rending the texts and engaging in classroom

Hisenssions and exercises that follow the reading, the anchor's objective is

ior students to ideatilv with the characters and simulate for themse,v.,

kihils of thinking depicted in the program;

Lipman has listed 10 thinking skills that Philosophy for Children is

intended to foster (in children of the upper elementary school, generally;

grades A representative sampling of these skills includes the

following:

o Concept development--Tn applying a concept to a specific set
of cases; children should he able co identify those cases
that are clearly within the boundaries and those that are
clearly outside: An example the instructional unit utilizes
is the concept of friendship to develop this skill. Children
:ire :Asked to consider their answers to questions such as
whether people have to he of the some age to be friends,
whether two people can be friends and still not like each
other very much, and whether it is possible for friends ever
to lie to one another;

(;eneralizati n--Given a set of Facts, students should be
:Able to note uniformities or regularities; and be able to
generalize these regularities from given instances to
similar ones: For example; children might be asked to
consider generalizations that can he drawn from a set of
given facts; such as that "I get sick when 1 eat raspberries;
l get sick when I eat strawberries; I get sick when T eat

blackberries."

Formulating cause-effect relationships--Students should be
able to discern and construct formulations indicating
relationships between causes and effects. For example,_
students might be given a statement such as "He threw the
stone and broke the window," and then be asked whether the
,;tatement necessarily implies a cause-effect relationship.

Pc- win SyllOgistic inferences--Students should be able to
draw correct conclusions from valid syllogisms, and recognize
invalid SV1lOgisms when they are_presented. For example,
tridents might be given the premises "All dogs are animals;
11 col_li.es are dogs," and be asked what valid inference

they can draw from these premises.

10



rs Consistency and contradiction -- Students should be able to
recognize internal consistencies and inconsistencies within
a given set of statements or other data. For example, they
mightbeasked to ponder whether it is possible to eat
animals if one genuinely cares about them.

6 identifying OnderlYing assumptions--Students should be able
to recogn:ze the often hidden assumptions that underlie
their and others' statements. For example, they might be
given the following sentences: "I love your hair that way,
Peg. What beauty parlor did you go to?" and be asked to
identify the hidden assumption underlying the question.

0 (,rasping part-whole and whole-part connections--Students
should be able to recognize relations between parts and
wholes, and to avoid mistakes in reasoning based upon
identification of the part with the whole, or vice versa.
For example, students might be asked to identify the
part -whole fallacy underlying the statement, "If Mike's face
has handsome features, Mike must have a handsome face."

Working with analogies -- Students should be able to form and
identify analogies. For example, they should be able to
solve an analogy such as GERM is to DISEASE as CANDLE is to
(a) WAX; (h) WICK; (c) WHITE; (d) LIGHT.

The tikills trained through the Philosophy for Children program are conveyed

through a series of stories about children. Consider, for example, the first

chapter of Harry Sto_ttLameier's Discovery_; the first book in the program

series. In this chapter about the consequences of Harry's falling asleep in

science class; children are introduced to a wealth of thinking skills. For

Nistnnce:

o Problem formulation--Harry says that "All planets revolve
about the sun; but not everything that revolves about the
sun is a planet." He realizes that he had been assuming
that just because all planets revolve about the sun;
everything that revolves about the sun must be a planet.

Nonreversibility of logical "all" statements--Harry says
that " A sentence can't be reversed. If you put the last
part of a_sentence first, it'll no longer be true." For
example,_he cannot convert "All model airplanes are toys"
into "All toys are model airplanes."

o Reversibility of logical "no" statementsLisa, a friend of
Harry's realizes that logical "no" statements can he



reversed. "Ne submarines nre kangaroos," For_ example, can
he converted to "No kangaroos are submarines. '

Application of principles to real --life situationsHarry
intervenes in a discussion between two adults, showing how a
principle he had_deduced earlier can be applied to falsify
one of the adult's agruments.

Each chaptr contains a number of "leAing ideas." In Chapter I -di Harry

;tottlemeier's Discovery, for example, the leading ideas are the process of

inquiry, discovery, and invention. What is thinking? Thinking is the

structure of logical statements, reversing subjects and predicates

(conversion), identity statements, how the rule of conversion applies to

sentences beginning with 'no,' using a rule in a practical situation,

resentment, and truth. The teacher's-manual. of the program provides a

discussion plan and a series of exercises corresponding to each leading idea.

For example, one of the exercises under the discovery and invention leading

idea provides students with a number of items, such as electricity, electric

light bulbs, magnetism, magnets, television, and the Pacific Ocean. Students

are asked to classify each item as either a discovery or an invention, and

then to justify their answer. Another exercise has students write a paragraph

nn :1 topic such as "My Greatest Discovery," or "What I'd Like to Invent."

The nature of the Philosophy for Children program may be further

elUeidated by comparing it to Feuerstein's program. The notable siMilarity

between the two programs is that both seek to train thinking skillS, and

especially what is referred to earlier as executive processes (metacomponents)

and nonexecutive processes (perfo,--lance components). But given the basic

imilaritv of goals, the differences between the actual programs are

First; whereas Feuerstein's program minimizes the role of knowledge base

and cnstomnry classroom content, Lipman's program maximizes such involvement.

e2



Although the introductory volume; Harry Stottlemeier's Discovery; is hasically

philosophical in tone; the subsequent volumes `lark; Pixie, Suki; and

Lisaeach emphasize infusion of thinking skills into a different content

arel, such as artF; social stud4es; and science.

Second; whereas the material in Feuerstein's program is highly abstract

and contains only a minimal verbal load; the material in Lipman's program is

conceptually abstract but is presented through wholly verbal text thr.t deals

with highly concrete situations.

Third; there is much more emphasis on class discussion and interchange in

Lipman's program than in Feuerstein's program. Although both programs involve

class discussion; it plays a much more important role in Lipman's program than

in Feuerstein's; Similarly; the written exercise are less important in

Lipman's program.

Fourth; Feuerstein's program was originally designed for retarded

learners; although it has since been extended to children at all points along

the continuum of intellectual ability. Lipman's program seems more oriented

toward children of at least average ability on a national scale of norms.

`loreover, the reading in Philosophy for Children will be a problem for

Children much below grade level in reading skills.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of Lipman's Philosophy for Children

prograM? Consider these:

The program has_some outstanding strengths. First, the
stories are exciting and highly motivating to upper
elementary school children. Second, the program is
attractively packaged and easily obtainable. Third, tests
Of the program have shown it to be effective inraising_the
level of children's thinking skills. Fourth, the infusion
of the thinking skills into content areas should help assure
durability and at least some transferability of learning
attained through the program. Finally, the thinking skillS
taught are clearly the right ones to teach for both academic

13
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and everyday information processing--no one could possibly
Complain that_the skills are only relevant for IQ tests;
although, in fact,_ the skillS will clearly be relevant fur
performance on such tests.

The Philosophy For Oilldren program has some limitations
that ought to be considered prior to school adoptior_
First., students of belov average or even low average
intelleCtual capabilities may have difficulty both witn the
reading and tho reasoning involved in the program; Second.
ti-idehtS from lower-class and even lower-middle-class

backgrounds may have trouble rolating to the characters in
tne stories, who come across as very middle- or even
Upper-middle class in their values and orientations. Some
Students may rind the_story characters quite removed; for
example, '-on the problems_of_growing up in a tough,
inner-city environment. Third, the success of the program
will probably be at least_as dependent upon the teacher as
upan the specific materials. This is a program that could
work outstandingly well with a gifted teacher, but fail
miserably with a mediocre or even_below-average teacher who
may not be able to engender the kind of attitude of class-
room inquiry the program needs. indeed, some_teachers may
themselves have trouble with the thihkihg SkillS taught by
the program.

In summary, Lipman's program for training thinking skills is oxellent.

although it is limited somewhat by the range of students to whom It would he

appropriate: There is no program o!' which I am aware that is more likely than

this one to teach durable and transferable thinking skillS.

Chicagolastj-Trearning: Rending

Whereas the Instrumental Enrichment and Philosophy for Children Program

emphasize thinking skills (metacomponents and performance components), th6

Chi ago Mastery learning Program: Reading, emphasizes learning SkillS

(knowledge-acquisition [Jones; 19821 components). Obviously, the diStirietl66

between thinking and learning skills is a fuzzy one at best. NevertheleSS,



the distinction is a useful one for discerning relative emphases in these

various pr,,gr:Ims.

The Chicago program, developed by Beau Fly Jones in collaboration with

other!, equips students with too learning skills they will need in order to

Succeed in school and in their everyday lives. Like Lipman's Philosophy for

Children, this program is written for children roughly in grades five through

ht. There are tour books (tan, purple, silver; and gold) , each of which

teaehes somewhat different skills. The emphasis in all four books; however;

is on learning to learn. Within each grade (color) level, there are two kinds

of units: comprehension and study skillS.

Consider, for example, the purplelevel sequence. The comprehension

program contains units on using sentence context, mood in reading and writing,

comprehending complex information, comprehending. comparisons, analyzing

;characters, and facts and opinions; the study skills program contains units en

parts of a hook, graphs and charts, previewquestionread; studying textbook

chapters, major and minor ideas, and outlining with parallel structure. The

silverlevel sequence for comprehension contains units on figurative language;

word meaning from context and from facts to complex inferences, analyzing

stories and plays, completing a story or play, signs, and syMbols; the

sequence for study skills contains units on supporting facts, research aids,

notetaking in outline form, summaries and generalizations, road maps, and

understanding forms and directions.

The Chicago program is based upon the belief that almost all students can

learn what only the best students currently learn; if only these more typical

or oveg less able students are given the appropriate learning opportunftieS.

l-lastery '.earning is described as differing from traditional instruction
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pri7.ar: in the systematic and frequent use of formative and diagno.:tic

t-esting . the instructional units. lusty-tuition is done in

groups, vit.', individual assistance and remediation addeC, as necessary.

F,ecause students typically enter the classroom situation with diit(-ing

and level 5 0 proficiency in the exercise of these skills, instructional

begin with simple; concrete literal, and familiar material, and proceed

4radual1-,. to the more complex; abstract, inexplicit, and unfamiliar material.

Each instructional unit in the Chicago program contains several distinct

parta: student activities, optional teaching activities, formative tests,

additional activities; enrichment activities, retests, and subject-related

applications: Students and teachers are thus provided with a wide variety of

materials from which to select and; on the basis of which, to develop the

various skills taught by the program.

The number and variety of e:,:ercises in these programs is so great as to

rule out the possibility even of giving a fair sample of the kinds Of

materials the program includes. Thus, T can make no claim that the Lew

examples 1 AM able to give here are representative of the program as a Wh,.

Ysing sentence context-Hfn one typc of_exercise, students
read a sentence containing a new word for them to_learn.
They are assisted in using cues_in the_sentence that help in
decontextualization of tee word's meaning. They are thee
asked to figure out the word's meaning.

Mood in reac:ing and writing7.-Students are given a sentence
frOM either eXpOSitory or fictional teXt. They are asked to
choose whichof three words (or phrases) best describes the
mood ronveyed by the sentence.

comprehending comparisons -- Students are taught about
different kindS Of comparisons. They are then given some
example comparisons, and are asked to elaborate upon the
meanings of these comparisons, some of which are
metaphorical.
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Facts and Opinions -- Student are taught ways in which to
distinguish facts from opinions; They are given a passage
to read, along with some statements following the passage;
Their task is to indicate which represent facts and which
represent opinions.

The Chicago program is similar to the Instrument uurichment

Philosophy for 'Children programs in its direct teaching of cognitive ski 1-.;

hf prOgtam Oil-iota in several key respects, however. First. the progr;tm

resembles typical classroom curriculum than do either of the other two

programs. Thus, whereas implementation of either of the other two programs

would almost certainly have to follow an explicit policy decision to teach

thinking skills as an additional part of the curriculum; the implementation of

the Chicago program could very well occur in the context cf an established

program, such as the reading curriculum; Second; the program does fir into a

Specific curriculum area that is common in schools; namely; reading; The

LIpmao program would fit into a philosophy curriculum; if any school offered

such instructi,a. The Feuerstein program would be unlikely to fit into anv

existing curricular program, except those explicitly devoted to teaching

thinking skills; Third; the Chicago program's emphasis; as mentioned earlier;

is more on learning skills; whereas the emphasis of the other two programs

tends more to he on thinking skills; Finally; the Chicago Mastery program

seems most broadly applicable to a wide range of levels of student ability;

including both those who are above and who are below grade level.

Like all programs; the Chicago program has both strengths and weaknesses.

I believe its most notable strengths are (a) the wide range of students to

whom it can be administered; both in terms of intellectual levels and

socio-economic backgrounds; (b) the relatively lesser amount of teacher

training required for this program's iLplementation; (c) the ease with which
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the program can be injected into existing curricula; and (d) tht,

:ipplicability of the skills learned to school and other life sitat Th

program developer has indicated to me that students in the program

significant pretest to posttest gEins in achievement from the pror n

Note 11: However; to my knowledge; there have been no rests of the prkvraM

controlled experiments; As for weaknesses; or at least limitaticus

to the IE and Lipman programs; (a) the materials appear less likes

intrinsically motivating to students than the materials in the other two

programs considered above; (b) the skills trained by the Chi ago program are

within a nore limited domain (reading and perhaps verbal comprehensior, in

general) than in some oth.zr programs; and (c) the program appears not. to 116ve

been fully evaluated experimentcily.

HI conclusion; the Chicago Mastery Learning Program offers aN

means for teaching learning skills in the context of a reading prognlm. lh

materials are carefully prepared and wide ranging, and should meet rho need!'.

oi wi.ie variety of schools.

Concluding Remarks

Do we really need intervention programs for training studentr:, in

inellectuat SkillS? The answer is clearly "yes." During the last decaci;

;n we have witnessed an unprecedented decline in the i_tellectual skills of

our S-chbel children (Wigdor & Garner, 1982). One can see this, of course,

:rc.m the decline in scores on tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(AT), hilt college professors don't need SAT scores to be apprised of the

decline: They can 8-ee it in the poorer class performance, and particulars,

in the poorer reading and writing of their students; Moreover; thinking
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SkiMS are nee-.2d by more than the college-bound population. Perhaps

intellectual skills could be better trained through existing curricula than

they new are. But something in the system is not working; and I view p-ogrJr1,:

siirn d:F; These described here as exciting new developments for reversing [1)

decli!ie in intellectual performance we have witnessed in recent- venrs

does one go about choosing the right program for one's particTh_!-:

,-iii:] -;ritdent needs? 1. believe that wide-tonging research is needed

before .clectinr one or several programs for school or districcwide

implementation. The program one selects will depend upon the (TO grlde evei

(it= the st.ident:-, (b) socio-economic leve' of the students; (c) Intellectual

lvel di the st.tdents, (d) particular kinds of skills one wishes to teach;

the .mount time one can devote to training students; (f) the ameAnt of time

nc can devote to training students; (g) one's philosophy of intellectual

tritihg (e.g., Whether the training should be infused into or

separated from regular currieula, and (h) one' fiklancial resonrc,ss. :among

otaet- things. Clearly, the deCision of which rrogram to use should he male

only after extensive deliberation and outsi,le consultation; prefe arli7 with

woo have expertise hut not a vented interest in the imp1.2mentacion of

one particular program or another. Consider the possibi,ities of inservice or

-,-;Calf development in thi8 area. AhOther source of ..riformation for any

distrTct is a survey of its own strengths Weaknesses in teaching thin1-ing

already.

Although I do not believe that there is any training

program chat is optimally suited for everyone; T believe that there arL! some

general guidelines that an he applied r,-5 selection of a program argil that



apoly across the heard to all decisions of this kind. These guidelines arc

th i t, -;t.rilbotg-, 1983):

The program shorld he based upon a psychological theory of
die intellectual processes it seeks to train, and upon an
educational theory of the way in which the proLesses will
trained. A good pair of theories should state what
processes are to be trained, how the processes work together
in problem solving, and how_the processes can he taught so
a-; to AChieVe_durabiltty and transfer of training._ There
are innumerable programs -that seek to_trainintelligence.
Most_OF theM arc worth little or nothing. One can
immediately rule out large numbers of the low-value programs
by investigating whether they do have any theoretical basis.
The three programs I have described are excellent examples
of programs with both strong psychological foundations and
strong educational foundations. On the one hand, it doesn't
matter how good the_teaching is if the_program isn't teaching
the right things. On the other hand, it doesn't matter how
good the content of the program is if it is not taught in a
way that engages and enriches the students.

The program should be socio-culturally appropriate for the
AtUdettS to whom it is being administered. It should be
clear from the examples of programs described here that
programs differ widely in terms of the student populations
to whom they are targeted; The best intentions in such a
program may be thwarted; if the students cannot. relate the
program both to their cognitive structures Ind to the world
in which they live when they lenve the school; Students may
he turned off by and actually rebel against programs that
are socio-culturally inappropriate for them;

o The program should provide explicit training both in the
mental processes used in task performance (performance
components and knowledge-acquisition components) and in
self-management strategies for using these components
(metacomponents) Many of the early attempts at process
training did not work because investigators assumed that
just teaching the processes necessary for task performance
would result in improved performance on intellectual: tasks.
The problem was that students often did not learn when to
use the processes; or how to implement them in tasks
differing even slightly from the ones on which they had been
trained. in order to achieve durable and transferable
learning, it is essential that students be taught not only
how to perform tasks, but when to use the strategies they
are taught, and how to implement them in new situations.



Because executive processes are so important; it is worthwhile

to say something about what these processes are:

++

++

+4-

Problem identificationT1.2 student recognizes the
nature of the problem confronting him or her; For
example;ln a scientific context, finding a suitable
problem to work on is an essential skill;

Process selection- -The individual selects a set of
processesor steps that are appropriate for solving
the problem as identified; For example; the
student decides upon the steps needed in order to
research the problem he or she has chosen to
investigate scientifically;

Strategy selection--The individual selects a way
combining the processes or steps that have been
selected into a workable strategy for problem
solution. For example; the student decides how to
sequence the steps of the scientific experiment in
a logical order.

++ Representation selection--The student selects a way
of representing information about the problem. For
example; the student might choose to draw a
diagram; make a table; etc.

++ Allocation of resources--The student decides how to
allocate limited resources to the solution of the
given problem. For example; the student decides
how much time to allocate to doing an experiment;

+f- Solution monitoring- -The student monitors his or
her progress in implementing the chosen strategy.
For example, the student realizes how well his or
her experimental design is working; keeping track
of results as the experiment is in progress,

++ Sensitivity to feedba,_kThe student is aware of
and knows how_to interpret feedback regarding the
adequacy of his or her chosen strategy. For
example, the student is sensitive to feedback
regarding the adequacy of his or her experimental
design. (For an alternative list of processes; see
Brown, 1978.)

o The program should be responsive tothe motivational as well
as the intellectual needs of the students. A program that
does not adejuately motivate students is bound not to
succeed, no matter how adequate or even excellent the
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cognitive component may be. It is not enough to have solid
cognitive training: One must induce students to ,ant to
learn what is trained; and to use it; as needed.

o The program should be sensitive to imikridual differences.
Individuals differ greatly in the knowledge and skills they
bring to any educational program; A program that does not
take these individual differences into account will almost
inevitably fail to engage large numbers of students.

o The program should provide explicit links between the
training it provides and functioning in the real world.
Psychologists have found that transfer of training does not
come easily. One cannot expect to gain transfer unless
explicit provisions are made in the program so as to
increase its likelihood of occurrence;

o Adoption of the program should take into account
demonstrated empirical success in implementations similar to
one's own planned implementation; Surprisingly, many
programs have no solid data behind them. Others may have
data that is relevant only to school or student situations
quite different from one's own; A key to success is
choosing a program with a demonstrated track record in
situations similar to one's own.

o The program should have associated with it a well-tested
curriculum for teacher training as well as for student
training. The best program can fail to realize its
potential if teachers are insufficiently or improperly
trained; The program is much more likely to scceed if it
provides clear and usable teacher training; so as to
guarantee that the program is implemented in an effective
way.

Expectations should be appropriate for what the program can
accomplish. Teachers and administrators often set
tnemselves up for the perception of failure by setting their
expectations for the program too high; or by setting expec-
tations that are inappropriate. Realistic expectations are
essential for this kind of undertaking.

Once completed, the program should be fully and appropri-
ately_evaluated by competent program_ evaluators. It is not
enough to collect subjective impressions from teachers and
students. In order to facilitate future decision making, a
full set of formative and summative evaluations should be
ccnducted.

To conclude, I believe that we not only can teach intelligence, but

ShOUld teach it. Programs are now available that do an excellent, if
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in-cbMplete job Improving children's intellectual skills. The vast: majority o+-

::;Hieiht ChM Iron are not now being exposed to process training in SC.1101

CUrrieUla. Indeed; the heavy contentorientation of traditional school

curricula would barely allow room for such training. Tt is for this r,!ason

that the time has come for supplementat'ion of standard curricula with training

in intellectual skills; We can certainly continue to Lest intelligence, but

We Can provide more of a service to children by develciping their intelligence

thAh ire can by merely an approximation to it.



Appendix A

Principal Abilities Underlying Intelligent Behavior



PRINCIPAL ABILITIES UNDERLYING INTELLIGENT BEHAVIOR

Recognizing and defining the nature of a problem

Deciding upon the processes needed to solve the problem

Sequencing the processes into an optimal strategy

4 Deciding upon how to represent problem information

Allocating mental and physical resources to the problem

C. Monitoring and evaluating one's solution processing

7. Responding adequately to external feedback

S. Encoding stimulus elements effectively

Inferring relations between stimulus elements

in Mapping relations between relations

IL Applying old relations to new situations

1:7!. Comparing stimulus elements

Responding effectively to novel kinds of tasks and situations

14. Effectively automatizing information processing

Adapting effectively to the environment in which one resides

I.E. Selecting environments as needed to achieve a better fit of one's
abilities and interests to the environment

17. Shaping environments so as co increase one's effective utilization of
one's abilities and interests
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